Attention: Equipment Manufacturers, Product Suppliers, and Consultants

15 Reasons Why YOU Should Join the US Composting Council

Reason 15 → YOU will have increased exposure across a broadened customer base, the members of which have a specific need and interest in your products and services.

Reason 14 → YOU will receive a copy of the USCC Membership Directory with a highlighted description of your company. This is worth the cost of membership alone!

Reason 13 → YOU will receive additional FREE advertising and numerous advertising opportunities at reduced cost including special rates for the USCC Annual Conference and Trade Show- The largest national event targeted for the composting and wood waste recycling industry in the U.S.

Reason 12 → YOU will receive a Storefront on the USCC website with links to your website.

Reason 11 → YOU will have use of the USCC logo to elevate and separate you from your competitors.

Reason 10 → YOU will receive the USCC’s Request for Proposal service. This provides members with early notification of Bids and RFP’s that you may never be aware of.

Reason 9 → YOU will have access to the “Members Only” area of the website which updates new member listings, RFP’s and Bids.

Reason 8 → YOU will receive the quarterly newsletter—News and happenings in the industry, USCC activities, Member Profile opportunity for your company and discounts on advertising.

Reason 7 → YOU will have access to the USCC database, library and qualified leads for your company’s products and services.

Reason 6 → YOU will have access to proprietary mailing lists, at member’s only rates, to reach thousands of potential customers.

Reason 5 → YOU will join the association recognized both nationally and internationally as the voice of the industry. Support Your Industry. A strong composting industry means more business for you.

Reason 4 → YOU become a part of the only national organization dedicated to the development, expansion and promotion of the composting industry.

Reason 3 → YOU need to be part of the industry “team” to be an industry “player.”

Reason 2 → YOU will join the team of the best suppliers to the composting industry and the best composters in the country!

And, the Number 1 Reason YOU should join the US Composting Council is

Membership in the US Composting Council will help your business grow.